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Subs. English Patch. Dracu-riot v1.1 Patch English japanese comiutos downloadAfghans hoping to go to US school systems Afghanistan is
hoping to send its most-qualified students to US schools, but the local education system isn’t being fast enough to cope with the increasing
number of students who are studying abroad. The last few years have seen an alarming increase in the number of young Afghans studying at the
US schools, from under 5,000 in 2010 to an estimated 25,000 currently. Frustrated with the local education system, many Afghans choose to
study in the US, where they are eligible for the US government’s H1B visa program. However, they have faced a tough battle to get accepted
into American schools, which receive far more applications than spaces. However, the Afghan education ministry is rolling out a more rapid
application process for the visa program. It will register potential foreign teachers as they are trained, which will allow them to apply to US
schools quickly after graduation. Education officials say they can take 100 foreigners into US schools every year, which is double the capacity
of current programs. Meanwhile, local schools are being busy accommodating new students. Every morning, students are ushered onto the US
school buses – from the US and Canada – which take them on a round trip every day to the Kabul International School. The school then holds
classes on weekdays, with teachers hired as volunteers from various countries, including the United States. “We tried to push these students out
of the country, but they want to be educated here. We are the only option they have here,” said Shabir Ahmad, the principal of Kabul
International. “We see our students as ambassadors for their homeland.” He says US schools are not only seen
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